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1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to present a new and greatly simplified proof of the 
Fundamental Lemma of Complexity, first stated and proved by John Rhodes, and 
to present new techniques in the decomposition theory of transformation semi- 
groups that make this proof possible. As a by-product of these new techniques, a 
generalization of the Fundamental Lemma, called the Ideal Theorem, is proved. 
The Fundamental Lemma of Complexity states that if 9 : S -+ T is a surjective 
semigroup homomorphism which when restricted to subgroups of S is injective, 
then the group complexities of S and Tare equal. Rhodes’ original papers on the 
Fundamental Lemma are [ 2,4,6,7 ] . , 
The Ideal Theorem says that if l is an ideal of S, then the group complexity of S . 
is less than or equal to the sum of the group complexities of I and s/f. In other 
words, 
This theorem is the joint work of Rhodes and the author, and its proof appears here 
for the first time, 
A key step in the proofs of these complexity theorems is a consfruction which is 
of independent interest. Given f-ny semigroup S, a new semigroup S and a sujective 
morphism Q : 3 -+ S is constructed. The group complexities of S and S are equal, 
and both q,s and s have very plea, Ant properties. The construction Q : s + S is due 
to Rhodes and will be called the Rhodes expansion of S. However, many of its 
properties were discovered and exploited for the first time in this paper. 
The plan of this paper is as follows. Section 2 states the complexity theorems 
and proves wrne corollaries. Section 3 develops a new decomposition theorem cen- 
tral to the proofs of the cumplexit~ theorems. Section 4 gives an axiomatic d’zscrip- 
tion of the Rhodes expansion Q : S + S. Section 5 uses this axiomatic description 
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to prove the complexity theorems of Section -. 3 In Sections 6,7 and 8, the Rhodes 
expansion is constructed and is shown to satisfy the axioms of Section 4. Sections 
6, J and 8 are indeppndlent of Section 5, so the reader may proceed either from 4 to 
S or from 4 to Q-4. 
Section 9 discusses tke fact that the complexity results of this paper are valid for 
the more general concept of n-length of n-solvable semigroups, introduced in IS] . 
The paper ends with histarical notes. 
The notation and basic definitions used in this paper conform to those in 191 an 
expository article on decomposition and Lmmpiexity of transformation semigroups 
(tq), except for a few specific cases explicitly mentioned in the sequel. 
I would like to dedicate this paper to John Rhodes and Samuel Eilenberg, whose 
collective ncouragement and wisdom made this paper possible. 
2. The complexity theorems 
We state here the two complexity theorems and some coroliaries. The proofs of 
the theorems appear in Section 3. 
A semigroup isqwrimiic (also called cumbinatorial or g~~~@e) if it has no non- 
triviat group divisors, Equivalently, asemigroup isaperiodic if each of its subgroups 
is t rivia1. 
Let d denote the collection of all aperiodic semigroups. d is closed under divi- 
Gon. 
A remlgroup morphism ep zS + T is aperiudic (also called crmbinutrwial or group 
fw) iff whenever T’ is a subsemigroup of T and T’ E 95, then T’s_’ E Se. Equiv- 
alently, 9 is aperiodic iff Lp is injective when restricted to subgroups of S. Aperiodic 
morphisms are called r-hommnorphisms in preceding papers. 
2.1. Theorem (Fundamental Lrtmma of Complexity j. Let q : S + T be an aperiodic 
morphism. Then 
2.2. Corollary. Let q : S + T be a swjective aperkdic morphism. Then 
Roof. Since ip is surjective, we have rci;(T) G #(+). Since 9 is aperiodic, Theorem 
2.1 says that #G(S)< #G(T). cl . 
2.3* Cc~ollary. Let I be ara aperiodic ideal of a sem@oup S. Then 
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Roof. The quotient morphism cp : S -+ S;‘r is aperiodic and surjective, so the result 
f0llows from Corollary 2.2. El 
On the other hand, the following proposition follows easily from [ 10, Lemmas 
a, 2.7,x%]. 
Corollary 2 -3 and Propait ion 2.4 are used to prove the Ideal Theorem. 
The proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.5 are presented in !+ctio, 5. 
3. A decomposition theorem 
Division in this paper will be denoted by the syntbol <. Let e be a coliection of 
semigroups. We write S < c? if S < T for some T E Cf . 
The lrwukution OfC is the collection of semigroups 
L(~J = {S: eSe < e f‘or every idempotent e E SC) .
The following facts are easy exercises: 
(3.la) If C C rb, then L(e) C L(Q). 
(3.lb)LfA)= &. 
If S is a semigroup, then the monoid s’ is defined by 
s’= s 
I 
if S is a monoid, 
SU {ls) ifSisnotamonoid, 
where sl, = s = lss for all s E S. s’ was denoted by S’ in 191. 
Recall that a semigroup S is identified with the tsg (So, S), the right regular epre- 
sentation of S. 
The following decomposition theorem wili be used to prove the complexity 
theorems of Section 2. 
3. I. Definition. Let cp : S + T be a semigroup morphism. Define the semigroup * to 
be the set (T’X S) U {O) with multiplication ’ 
cq 9 q J l It, z 9)= I (t, 9 q s2) if I1 (qq) = t2, 0 if not, 
and with 0 the zero of +. 4 is called the sem@~up &~~ve~frorn q. 
The wreath product of tsg’: :s denoted by x 
[(t, s). t’p = 
i 
s if I&2) = It, 
$9 othe~~se l 
Cover each s E S by cfS, sg). where, ,c : To + @ is given by f& = (b, s). Then we show 
that @SC t(&, s@@. 
First&, ( f ,I)& = s, while 
Secondly, if [ft.?, r’] 8 # $9, then 
w hif e 
f(t,s,. t’jes’ = ss’ , t(sq?) = t’ . 
[(?A, r’J v;** s’$Oe ‘:.: [(r,s)(t’, s’), t’{srlg))e 
= [(t, si), tf(s?~)J~ 
= 3-i 
since g(ss’)g = r(sg)(s’g) = t’(&p). Thus 6s C &, sqp is established and part (a) is 
proved. 
(b) Let 4 = (fat so) be an ~demp~tent of @. If (t, s) E e9re, then 
which implies that t = to and t&q?) = Q. Thus s E Tto9- ’ . It is easy to verify that 
the map $ : 4~ + 7&p -I u i0) defined by (lo, s)$+ = s and 09 = 0 is an injective 
morphism. Therefore 
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Proof. If q $7 -&&then T,q-* LJ {O ) E ~8. Thus, by Theorem 3 2. 
~pEI,{T,g-‘LI(o): rET)CL(d)=-4. cl 
4. The Rhodes expansion 
InSection VI, given ;?ny finite semigroup S, a finite semigroup s and a morphism 
vs : S + Swill be constructed, and given any morphism q: S --* T, a morphism 
4 : i + f wilk be constructed. 
7)&amci~:S --* f will be called the Rhodes expunsi~n of S and 9 : S -P T, 
respectively . 
The Rhodes expansion will be shown to satisfy the following seven properties: 
(4.1) qs : S -+ S is sujective. 
(4.2) The diagram 
commutes. 
(4.3) If 9 : S + T is surjective, then $ is surjective. 
(4.4) qs is aperiodic. 
(4.5) if <I’ is a group, then 6 == I/‘. 
(4.6) (Stabilizer Property) For each w E .!k, the stabilizer of W. 
.GNP = (uES: wu=w)EsQ. 
In order to state the last of the seven properties of the Rhodes expansion, some 
definitions are needed. 
it is well known that the semigroup of a wreath product can be described as a 
semidirect product. For completeness, we define the semidirect product of two semi- 
groups, S and T, here. 
Let * represent aleft action of T OIZ S, i.e. for all t E T and s E S, t * s E S and 
t1 * (‘2 * s) = ti I2 * s for all t1 , t2 f T, s E S . 
Furthermore, suppose the action satisfies 
t*(S1s2)=(t+Sl)(t*s2) foralltETandst,s2ES. 
Then the semidirect product S * T associated with * is defined to be the set s X T, 
with multiplication defined by 
It is an easy computation to see that this product is associative. 
A semidirect product S * T is called nzonaddol if S and Tare monoids and * satis- 
fit% 
(i) I + I = 1 for ail t E r, 
(ii) 1 * s = s for all s E S. 
Then S * T is a monoid with (I, 1) as unit. 
A @g {Q, S:, is UJMW’O&C (also called c~ntttinat~riai or grotcp-free) if S is aperiodic. 
The collection of all aperiodic tsg’s is closed under division and wreath products. 
The last of the seven properties of the Rhodes expansion can now be stated. 
(4.7) ff G is a group, 7’ a monoid. and + a monoidal semidirect product . then 
6xA / c’; f-, 
where A is an aperiodic tsg, and G’ is a direct product of copies of G. 
The construction of the Rhodes expansion and the verification of properties 
QKl )--(4.7) are deferred until Sections 6-8. In the next section, the complexity 
theorems of Section 2 and further properties of the Rhodes expansion are proved. 
assuming that the F&odes expansion and {4.1)- (4.7) have been established. 
5. Proofs of the compktity theorems 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.5 are proved in this section assuming that the Rhodes expan- 
sion has been constructed and (4.1) _- (4.f) have been verified. 
Proof. Let 9 : S + T be aperiodic. By property (4.4), rl,*is aperiodic, so the compo- 
sition fi,c~ is aperiodic, hence injective on subgroups of S. By property (4.2), 
{%Q = Q+, w G is injective on subgrpups of S, i.e., 4 is aperiodic. 
By the stabilizer property [4.6), T, is aperiodic for each w f ?. Since G is aperi- 
odic, its derived semigroup Q, is aperiodic by Corollary 3.3. Then Theorem 3.2 im- 
plies 
S<@G f, 
so setting A = (r9 proves the proposition. 0 
5.2. Corobry. Let S < T. Then there exists un aperiodic sev&mup A such that 
$<A> f. 
Proof. Recall that S < T iff there exists a subsemigroup T’ of Tand a surjective 
morphism G : 7” -+ S. Then by (4.3). 4 : f’ -+ .< is sujective, so 
s < ?’ . 
kt ( : T’ -+ Ir be the inclusion. Then since I is aperiodic, by Proposition 5. I 
&d’<A .2. 
where .4 is an aperiodic semigroup, c3 
Proof. Let n : 5’ + T + T be the projection morphism (s, t) TT = l, and let T’ be an 
aperiodic subsemigroup of T. Then T’sr- 1 = S * 7”, and because the class of aperi- 
odic semigroups i closed under semidirect products, n is aperiodic. Thus by Propo- 
sition 5.1, the result follows. tl 
5.4. Theorem. keit S be 4 wrrrigmtry. Then 
Proof. If C(s) = (a, 11). where dl is either C, C, or @V G, then the integer N is called 
the ~~mplr~xif_v nunrkt of S. We proceed by induction on the complexity number. 
If c(S) = (G, I ), then S is a group. Then by property (4.5). 3 * S, so (5.1) holds. 
ff C(S j = (0, 1) or (C V G, 1). then S is aperiodic. Since qs is aperiodic, 3 = Sq; 1 
is aperiodic, so again (5.1) holds. Thus (5 .i ) is true when FZ = 1. 
Assurlle (5.1) is hut? for Ft - 1, N 3 2. 
CaR i : C(S) = (G, n). Then S < G * T (monoidal), where G is a group and 
(JT) = (C, W- 1). By induction, 
Corollary 5.2 and property (4.7) then imply that 
Case 2: C(S) = (C, n) c3c (C v G, 11). Then S < A + 7‘ for some aperiodic semigroup 
A and son-&e s migroup T with C(7’) = (‘G, n - 1). By induction, C( Y/“J < { 1, C”) 4 C(?I- 
We are now in a position to prove Theorems 2.I and 2 3. 
Proof sf Theorem 2.1. Let rs : S -+ T be an aperiodic morphism. Then by Proposi- 
tion 5.1 .
.i < A . . f , 
where A is aperiodic. Then. using Theorem 5 A, 
Proof. The first statement isclear. F;‘ar the second. notice that Cc’ is isomorphic to a 
subsemlgroup of the Rees matrix semigroup b4 = c)n O(f ; To. To; C’), where 
C : To X T* + {C, 1) is the identity matrix, under the identification (t. s) *(t, s, ~(.sqQ) 
and 0 *+ 0. (See 19, Definition 2.293 for a definition of a Rees mattix semigroup.) 
Proposition 2.30 of f9] proves that ##-f) G +$l), so #[;(v < #&. n 
Proof of Theorem 2.5, Ixt /be an ideal of a semigroup S. and let 9 : S I* S/‘/ be the 
quotient morphism. Let T = S/J, and pass to the induced morphism (b : s + f. Then 
ibav’~ i-, 
where Cp’ is the semigroup derived from $. We proceed to prove that +(S’) G +(f). 
Then, since Q(S) = +-$$ and #$+#/I) = $+,-(fi. the theorem follows. 
Kxt J be the ideal Iqi ’ of .?. Then since Q : J -+ I is aperiodic, the Fundamental 
Lemma (Theorem 2.1) implies that +$$‘) G Q(J). Let h’ be the ideal 
{(t,sp$?‘: sEJ~U(Oj 
We proceed to show that <b’/ W is aperiodic. Let G be a subgroup in @’ - IV, with 
identity (t, sI,). Let (t’, s) E G. Then s E 3 --. J. and since 
u* f&B s)(& $1 = ff’, s) , 
we have that I’ = ffi and $6 E i;. Let > 
G’=jsf3 -J: (r,s,EGj. 
Cteafly , G’ * (Z and 13“+ C ft. Since Q is aperiodic, vs is injective on G’. and since 
C&s C S - I, 9 is injective on G”qS. It follows that $ is injective on G’ (because 
4s~ =: Qs&. Therefore G’$ ;=z G’. But by the stabilizer property (4.6) i; is aperiodic, 
so 6; * G’$ is a trivial group. Thus @‘/IV is aperiodic. 
Now by Proposition 2.4, +(;@‘) = +G (W). Thus 
Hence Theorem 2.5 is proven = Q 
6. Establishment sf the Rhodes expan&on 
It is the purpose of this section to construct he Rhodes expansion and to prove 
properties (4.1)-(4.5). Property (4.6) is proved in ktion 7 and property (4.7) is 
proved in Section 8. 
Ld $? ,%?, A? and SIV be the usual Green equivalence relations on semigroups, 
that is 
s1?T iff S%=S‘t, 
s% T iff 5% tandsJ?t. 
The equivalence classes of the above relations are called 2 ,?R , i? and 81 classt~, 
respectively . 
The following well-known facts are listed here for convenience. 
(6.1)ra)Ifs~rors~r,thensar. 
(b)% is a left congruence, and 2 is a right congruence. 
(c) Let G be a subgroup of S. Then 311 elements of C are mutually ‘X equiv- 
alen t . 
For proofs of the above facts and a more complete introduction to semigroups, 
see [I] of [3]. 
The following proposition is well known. It is stated and proved here for I:~n- 
venience. 
6.1. Proposition. Let S be a finite sern&wp. ff asb $j s f;rr s E S and a. b E So, 
then as A? s and sb %! s. 
Proof. Since asb $J s, there exist x, y E So such that 
x(asb)y = s . 
Then for every n 2 1 p @a)” s(by,” = s. chwse the integer A’> 1 so that both (_-ray’ 
and (byp are idempotents. Then (xay% = s and qbyp = s. Hence 
(x42~- *x(as) = s impfies as 2 s , 
(sb)~(by~‘-’ = s implies sb CIP s . El 
Let S be a semigroup, and let s, t ES. We write 
v&t iff sES*t; 
G is reflexive and transitive. If s G t and t d s, then .z: 2 1. We write s < t if s G t and 
s is not 2 equivalent to t, 
If sI dQ sz and t E S, then sI t G sZt. If s1 P s2. tkn silt 2 szt. 
If 9 : S + T is a morphism, and st G 52, the*1 skq < s2cp in T. If st L3 s2 $ then 
slg4? s+n T. 
Let S be a semigroup, and let 
s+= {(sn ,**., s1): $4 . ..ds. ES, n> I) l 
IA (Sn 9 l St ), 9 -em* fI ) E S+. Define the product 
in S+. This product is dearly associ ltive, so S,. , with this product Tis a semigroup. 
If q : S -+ T is a semigroup morphism, define q+ : S+ -* T+ by 
Clearly p+ is a morphism. 
If4?=(sn , . . . . sl ) E S+ and s&.+~ 2 sk for some 1 Q k 6 n - 1, then the remova! 
of Sk from a to obtain b = (s,, . ..) ~k+~, q-1 , . ..) q ) E S, is calfed an elementay 
r~uctiun of a and is denoted a + b. If i E S, can be obtained from 4 E S+ by 
applying a finite number of elementary reductions, then we say that a can be r@- 
ducai YC, c. 
If no elementary reductions can be performed on 4, we etiy a is iveducible. Hence 
a=& . . . . st ) is irreducible iff sn < sn_ 1 < -.. < sI . Given a E S+, there exists a 
unique irreducible bE S+ that is obtainable from a by a finite number of elementary 
reductions. This can be seen by writing 
a=(solck, 9 l**9 Q&l), l *‘v Sa(]), l .*9 $1) 9 
where 
ar(k)=rr, 
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Then 6 will equal (QQ~ . . . . sac I ,). Denote tr by ap. 
Let a, IJ E S,. We write u 5 b if (I and b can be reduced to the same irreducible 
element of S, 9 i.e., if ap = bp. From the preceding discussion it is clear that f is an 
equivalence relation on S,. 
6.2. Lemma. The equizdence r ktibt f on S, is a congruence. Furthermore, if a E b 
mtd 9 : .I: -* T is u morphism, theft urp, E QQ.+ irt T+. 
proof, Since s is generated by elementary reductions, it suffices to prove that if 
Q+ 6, then PC+ be and c4 3 cb for a11 cE S, , and a@+ + bg,. But these three facts 
are transparent I Cl 
tat &$ be the quotient semigroup S+/Z Since there is exactly one irreducible le- 
ment of S, in eairh equivalence class of F, we treat $ as the set of all irreducible le- 
ments of S, with multiphcation given by 
Q l b = (sb;p for all a, b E 3 . 
Then p : S, + j. is a suriective morphism. If S is finite, so is k 
I+fine TQ : .!? -+ S by&, . . . . si )Q,$ = s,. Q is clearly surjective. Let a = (So, L, sl) 
and b = (Itrn b. . . . tl 9 ES. Then @?)s)(b~) = J,,& and nb = &tm, . . . ..Q) in S,: But 
reduction never changes the left-most erm of elements in S, , so 
and qs is a morphism. 
If 9 : S + T is a morphism, define $ : 3 -+ if’ by Q$ = ap+p. Then, if a, b E 5, 
since p+p is a morphism and p* = p. But ab f (ab)p, so by Lemma 62, 
and&S-&ramorphism. 
Thus the Rhodes e~pans~~~ vS : 3 + S and 4 : .f --, f has been constructed, and 
property (4. t ) is verified. We now proceed to verify the remaining properties. From 
thks point forth, we eliminate the dot from the multiplication in 3. 
Roof. Let tl = sX, and since sk < sk__t for 2~kO~ftoose~~ su~h~ats~ =QQ_~. 
Then by ~nduct~o~~ 
Sk = tk v.. tl , O.fk<me 
Furthermore, 
if Q = (Sm * . ..* st ) f2 $ define the kngth of a ts be nt, written /ui = nr. 
6.7. Lemma. Let c E S be an kiempotent. T?m every ekmetrt of i? of the form 
( 4, s&“tt ***, sf ) is m Smputent. 
Proof* 
(e* s&-t 2 , . ..) $1) = (e, ~,_~e, e.rl e, so+ l . . s* jp 
= ( e, s&.1, **‘* Sl) 
because  G s~__~ e G .+. G e implies e f? sncl eE ,.. E e. 0 
6.8. Proposition (Property (4.4)). Q : S + S is apcric,dic: 
Proof. It” c E S is an idempotent, then by Lemma 6.7, C’T$ consists entirely of idem- 
potenk. Thus Q must be injective on subgroups of 3. U 
6.9. Proposition (Property (4.5)). @‘(I is ugrcnry, I\M.VI c * G. 
Proof. Since all elements of G art mutually fi equivaiept. every irreducible lement 
of G+ has length one. Thus Q: G + C is injective, so G * G. Cl 
This concludes the construction and verification of properties (4.1)-(4.5) of the 
Rhodes expansion. Properties (4.6) and (4.7) are verified in the next two sections. 
It should be noted that, with the verification of the trivial facts (not needed in 
the sequel) 
the construct ion * becomes a funct or * * . Sg -+ Sg, and q becomes anatural transfor- 
mation 
7. Proof of the stabilizer property (4.6) 
7. I . Proposition. Lcr (P = (sN, . . . , s l ) atId b = (T,,~ , . . . . t 1 ) E .!?. Thtw a G b in i if] 
rtdn-l. st =tl ,..., s,n__.I =C,,,+arfJs, lQpt id. 
Proof. Suppose a6 b. Then either P = b, in which case the conditions are satisfied, 
or there exists c = (wk, . . . . wl ) such that a ,-= cb. Thus 
Comparing element by element from the right, we find that sI = tl + . . . . s,._ 1 = I,,~__ 1. 
and t, must be f? equivalent o sm. Furthermore, m G rz. 
Conversely, let m G II, b = (t,,, , sm _ 1 , . . . . sl ) and sin J? t,, in S. If m = n and 
sm= m, I then o = b. If m = n and 3;ttr # f,, , then there exists x ES such that s,,, = xtm. 
anditfoilowsthata=(x)b.Thusa~bifm=n. 
Assume then that m < n. By Lemma 6.4 there exists c = (wk, . . . . it) f s such 
that 
Then 
= ($1 % .. . . $1) = II . 
Ifs,, = I,?, , then b 2: (s,, , . . . . sI Jt so cb = a and Q d b. If s,!~ + t,*, there exists s E S 
such that stn = x’t, . Then Ixjb = (s,,~, *--, sljarld~~jb=a.Tt?usa~binthisoase. C 
Proof. Let a = &, . . . . s1 ), b = (I,,, , it j and c = (IQ, . . w1 ). Then n >k, by 
assumption. Since k < m, p sk f? fk and “l s1 = , = Sk-1 = 
so by Proposition ? c. If k < rtz, then b < C, ii HZ, then c 6, so 
bL?c. U 
The next is weil-known fact. T-Towever, its proof is included 
of the reader 
element sE is a if belongs to a of S. 
7.4. Lemma. a 5X b in S, thctn there exisls u group &mtrrtt g E S’ such that ag = b 
artd bg-- ’ = a 
Proof. Let N be the @ class of a and b, and let 
T= (sESe: Hs=H) ) 
a subsemigroup of SO. There results a morphism 9 : T + S,q, where slf is the syrn- 
metric group on H and 9 is defmed by h(fg) = ht. Since I&p is a group, there exists a 
subgroup G C T such that G9 = r9. c 
Next, since a ‘% b, there exist elements , I E S’ such that us = b and bt = o. We 
show that s E T. Let Ir E H. Then, since h L? rl there exists JI E So such that h = xa. 
Then 
#u=xas=xb%?xa=h 
since b 39 u. Furthermore, since .Q is a right congruence, h 2 a implies hs Pas = b. 
Thus 12s E H and Hs C H. Furthermore, 
hst=xbt=xa=h, 
so Hst = H. Dually, Ht C H and HO = H. Then 
H=HrsCHsCH, 
so Hs=Hand sf 7’. 
NOW choose g E G so that gg = sp. Then 
ug=a(g&=a(sg)=as=b, 
bg-’ = b(gg)- ’ =a(gg)(gcp)--I =u. 0 
A semigroup S belongs to the CO~V~HCR~ iff each’?? class of S is trivial. Equiv- 
alently, if Q 34 b in S implies a = b, then S E-%0. It is an easy exercise to show that 
if S G&, then S is aperiodic. Thus the next theorem will have property (4.6) as a 
corollary. 
7.5. Theorem (Stabilizer Property (4.6)). Let S be a semi@mtp, and 1~ w E 3. Then 
s, = {WE5 wu=w)Eyp 
Rmf. LRt u, h E: &, and suppose aw b. We will show that a = b. Sixe wu = w = wb, 
we have w G p1 and tv G 6. By Corollary 7.3, we can assume bG (1. Then there exists 
c* E 3 such that co = 6. Then eu %! Q, which by Proposition 6.1 implies that b = 
cu J? 4. Thus 4 W b. Then Lemma 7.4 says that there exists a group element gE (s)’ 
such that qg = b and bg-’ = a. 
If g is the identity of ii)‘, then u = b. Otherwise,g E 9, and, in fact ,g E s, 
because 
wg=wag=wb=w. 
Hence w < g, Let w = (w,r . . . . . w 1 ). Then by Proposition 3.1, 
g = (k, Q-1, *.*, WI ), 
where k 4 n, h 2 wk, and h is a group element of s. 
We proceed to show that wkfi = wk. Lf k = n, then 
wk = w, =wq=wg7j=wtlgrl=wkh. 
If k < n , we show that wk+ 1h < wk h 2 wk. Since h is a group element, hZ AZ it, so 
Wkh 13 h” d? h .@ Wk . 
Since wk+t < wk. there exists y E S such that wk+t = _vwk. If 
Wk+)h g w&h I 
then 
_vwkh 2 W,h 2 Wk , 
so by Proposition 6.1, wk p yw& = w&+1, acontradiction. Therefore 
Wk+lh< Wkhi? wk . 
so h is an ~dern~t~l~t. Then by tiemma 6.7, g is an jdempote~t . Thus g = g-’ t = g2 
and 
8. Proof of ProJwty (4.7) 
The last property (4.7), of the Rhodes expansjon wilt now be estab~~s~~d. 
Proof. When S is a monoid, then s1 $ ST in S iff there exists s ES such that sI = ~$2. 
Mo separate statement isrequired when st =s~.Thusiftg~.s~)<(gd.t2),tllen 
there exists @, t) E 6 * T such that 
Let T be a semigroup. Index the $J classes of T by , . ,. so as to satisfy 
i>j Ji = 
This can always be Defines the ~~~~~~ ~~~~~,~~ T -+ { t , . . . . by 
tbi =i if tEJi. 
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Proof. (a) Jtl t26 n TJt,s T # 8, i = 1 ‘I 2, implies ti6 2 (tl tz)S. 
[b) If tl < ‘2, there exists t E T* such that tl = IQ. Thus by {a), 
t,6 = ttg < P26 . 
fc) If [I < f2* by Cb)w 
Kf rtd = ~6, then I~ $J 12. But there exists t E T such that Q = tt2, so ft2 9 12. 
Then Proposition 6.1 implies that tl = ttl2 ‘2. a contradiction. Thus fI S < r26. Cl 
If X is a tsg and II 3 1 is an integer, then X (N’ denotes the rt-fold direct product 
of X, and A” denotes the PI-fold wreath product of X. 
Proof. If g E G, denote by g : G + G the constant function with value g, i.e., /tg=g 
for all h E G. Let 
iT= fjj: gEG) * 
liet 
an aperiodic tsg, and let 
G=(G.CUE,, 
the tsg obtained by adjoining the constant maps to G. We will establish that 
(8.2) 
where tt is the number of distinct $J clasws of T. Then, since 
&CH4G 
(see 19, Proposition 2.16j ), we have, using the distributive rule for wreath and direct 
products, 
@“’ < (H ;? G)(“) < finI C> Gtn) . 
Therefore (8 2) yieids 
GrT<Hn 3 fin’ o GtrJ’ o i- . 
Letting A = H” c‘ I$“) and G’ = G(“), (8.1) is obtained. 
We introduce vector notation to help expedite the details of the proof. L,et 
tilt,, . ..J.)E f. 
We denote the i’” coordinate ofI by ti- I%u.s ti = ti. Similarly, if’ 
(8.4j O(k, Nj = (r, f. 11) 8 $ 
where f = (#), .. ..P.,) with 
and where I = (,Q , -.., r,,) with 
Since G> is g~~~~ated by elements of length one, establishment af (8.4) wilt 
irylpiy @.2 ): 
Let t E Tand u E T. If [t(u)/ = k, then there exist integers 
such that 
where to = 1. Tfius the integers @i) iAcate the terns of (t,,p, . . . . tp, u).that have 
survived the reduction and also indicate their new bcation. 
fatt (Jk, gi t) E G’n’ X d”) X fs and denote (lb,g, t)O by (z, I). Then, using 8.5, 
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where 
( h’j” stjti if _i = 1, . . . . trz, t. = / 1 ifi=o. 
in the other hand, lettingy = (yt 1 . . ..Y.~) with 
Comparing (8.6) and (83, it becomes ufficient to prove 
Thus we must define 4 and yj, j = 1, . . . . n, such that &i, and yB(i), i = 1, . . . . k, 
satisfy (8.8). Define fi and ~7 arbitrarily for all j # @(I), . . . . plk), since these have 
no effect on (88). It thus suffices to define fsci, and -Vpci,, i = 1, . . . . k. 
Notice that by Lemma 8.3, 
sop: (1, . . ..k) + 11, . ..) n ) is injective. Furthermore, QI : { 1, . . . . k ) + 10, . . . . m ) 
is injective’by (8.5)(a). It follows that pWi ar is a bijection, 
j3%{P(i): i=l,..., k)+(a(i): i=l, . . . . k). 
This fact is used to show that the definitions Of foti) and y@(i) that follow are well 
defined. Notice that both or and 0 depend only on t and u. 
Case 1: o(i) = 0. Then (8,8) reduces to 
k = thp(i) Y@(j)) (BP(i) tffij)) 3
and setting ffHil = 7 ondYg(i) = x suffkes. 
We break this ase into two subcases. 
Casr 2(a): Qai) # 0 and p(i) = t,i,6. Then 
Since z,lil = ~~*~~~~ e+dij6 and &l”, < {at ij6, we se that yPril depends only on 
VQ@~ l ***t h, ) g. t)? as required. 
This exhausts the possible cases, and hence (8.8) is verified. Q 
9. n-mmplexity 
Let A be a set of prime integers, and let n’ be the complement l [n (81, the con- 
cept of the ~-comp~e~ty and n-length of ~-~~vab~e ~migroups is developed and 
shown to be a genera~~ati~n of complexity and p-length of finite groups. Please see 
[8] for ail definitions. Trre purpose of this section is to point out that every theorem 
of this paper generalizes ton-complexity. 
The role of groups in ~rnp~e~ty isplayed by n-solvable groups in n-complexity; 
the role of aperiodic tsg’s is played by n&g’s, that is, a tsg whose ~migroup is a 
n’-semigroup. Note that an aperiodic tsg is a n&g. Also, letting II’ be the collectian 
af 311 A’ semigrsrups, wefind that L(Jr”) = ll’. A &emigroup morphism is def’ined in 
the obvious manner. Then using Theorem 3.2, geceraiizations of Prupositisn S .1 and 
Corollary 5.3 are obtainer. 
Using prop& ty (4.7), we have: 
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Theorem 2.5 is previously unpublished work of Rhodes and the author. It was 
jointly conjectured in private conversations in 1968, and appeared as a conjecture 
(4.47) in Rhodes’ article [5] in 1969. Rhodes. in private communication to the 
author in 1970, announced aproof, but this proof (long and complicated) has 
never been written down in detail. An outline of Rhodes’ projected proof provided 
the author *uith sufficient inspiration to develop the proof presented in this paper. 
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